
CITATIONS USED IN ACADEMIC WRITING

Through the proper use of your sources and citations, you openly acknowledge where your ideas come from. Even if
you use your own words, if you found the.

They learn how to put old evidence in their own individual way. Proper citation will keep you from taking the
rap for someone else's bad ideas citing sources shows the amount of research you've done citing sources
strengthens your work by lending outside support to your ideas Doesn't citing make my work seem less
original? For electronic and electronically-accessed sources, follow guidelines below for COS-Scientific style.
What should be the format of writing? But students must keep one thing in mind that they must share the
credit with original author. It will be count as plagiarism which Academic Writing Pro credibility of students.
Harvey, David  Academic Skills Centre. APA guidelines encourage this inclusion but do not require it. An
indication within your text usually author and publication date and maybe the page number from which you
are quoting that tells your reader where you have used something that needs a citation. Double-spacing and
hanging indents used in traditional publications are print-based mechanisms. Use the discovery of prior
research as an opportunity to demonstrate the significance of the problem being investigated and, if applicable,
as a means of delineating your analysis from those of others [e. Chen discusses several relationships revealed
in this study. Herndl, Carl G. Martin's Press, ; Mills, Elizabeth Shown. In paper context citation is important
because it would strengthen their position in the eye of reader. They also have rules for how to structure your
paper and, in some cases, the cover sheet for your paper. Do not ignore another author's work because doing
so will lead your readers to believe that you have either borrowed the idea or information without properly
referencing it [this is plagiarism] or that you have failed to conduct a thorough review of the literature.
Citations to other sources helps readers expand their knowledge on a topic. In the social sciences, the rationale
in duplicating prior research is generally governed by the passage of time, changing circumstances or
conditions, or the introduction of new variables that necessitate a new investigation.


